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Abstract:
Assessing students’ information literacy skills can be difficult depending on the involvement of the librarian in a course. To overcome this, librarians created an assignment called the Paper Trail, where students wrote a short essay about their research process and reflected on what they would do differently. Through reviewing and grading these papers, librarians determined whether students understood the difference between the library catalog and article databases, evaluated the students’ search terms to see if they used effective topic keywords and Boolean operators, and learned more on how the students reflected on their research process.
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I. Background

Recognizing the importance of teaching students to be information literate, the SUNY Board of Trustees, the governing body of the State University of New York system, included information literacy in a series of general education mandates it issued in 1999 for each campus to meet (Trustees’ Resolution 98-241: General Education Requirement). The Trustees mandated that students be able to "demonstrate understanding of and use basic research techniques," "locate, evaluate, and synthesize information from a variety of sources," and "identify, analyze, and evaluate arguments as they occur in their own and others' work." These mandates parallel the commonly used definitions of information literacy. Also among the Trustees mandates were provisions that students "show proficiency in public speaking in a variety of contexts" and "evaluate public speaking according to established criteria."

After the Trustees issued their mandates, it was up to each of the 64 SUNY campuses to decide how to meet them. At SUNY Brockport, the decision was made to revise the general education curriculum. In its early stages, a one-credit information literacy class and a two-credit public speaking class were proposed. Academic departments, including the library, submitted comments in response to the proposed changes. The library's response stated in part:

Librarians working in concert with the faculty will challenge the librarians to know the curriculum and the faculty working in concert with librarians will challenge the faculty to know library resources, both of which can only benefit
student success….The opportunity that exists now is to include the librarians to assist in the definition and clarification of specific criteria within trustees-mandated student learning outcomes that address information literacy so that we can assess whether or not our students are learning information processing and research skills.

After numerous changes over the course of a full year, the curriculum was finalized to include a new three-credit general education course entitled "Oral Communication and Information Literacy," or CMC 111. Based on the library's response to the proposed changes and in consultation with the Communication Department, the decision was made to have the course co-taught by the Communication Department and the library.

During the summer of 2000, the Communication Department hired a new faculty member to serve as coordinator for CMC 111 and the library appointed a Reference/Instruction Librarian to act as the library's liaison. Through discussion, its was decided that the library would have three weeks during the semester to teach information literacy skills. To better integrate those skills, the weeks would be interspersed during the course of the semester, to coincide with specific assignments. This would give the librarian the opportunity to be present in class at different points during the course of the semester, making the librarian more visible and familiar to the students.
II. Literature Review

According to Angelo, "Assessment is an ongoing process aimed at understanding and improving student learning" (p. 7). With the increasing emphasis on assessment from accreditation agencies and state governing bodies, it is important for libraries and librarians to become involved in assessment.

There are two main types of assessment: quantitative and qualitative. A good distinction is made in Qualitative Inquiry: A Dictionary of Terms, where it states, “Perhaps the clearest use of the adjective is to distinguish between qualitative data – nonnumeric data in the form of words – and quantitative data – numeric data” (p. 130). In social science research, the common methods used for collecting qualitative data include unstructured open-ended interviews and participant observation, while quantitative data collection methods include questionnaires and tests.

Applying quantitative and qualitative assessments to information literacy and library instruction can be difficult because of the types of instruction librarians provide. In the library literature, there are very few articles that discuss integrating both quantitative and qualitative assessment methods in a variety of library instruction settings. Rabine (2001) discusses several types of assessment on both a program and individual class level, including surveys, post-tests, open-ended questions, questionnaires, and a self-assessment from the librarian. In a discussion on assessment used for freshmen students, Knight (2002) includes a multiple-choice online exercise, pre- and post-tests and a worksheet.
D’Angelo (2001) shows the evolution of an assessment instrument in a gateway course, which includes pre-tests, handouts, one-minute papers and inclusion in the assignment itself. Along with the methods mentioned above, Carter (2002) describes informal students focus groups as a way to gather assessment information. She also describes a free response test given to freshman to measure both the attitude of students toward the library and the usage of library resources. Another interesting article by Maughan (2001) elaborates on the experience at the University at California-Berkeley of surveying graduating seniors in selected departments on their information literacy skills.

Williams (2000) presents a number of examples of assessment ideas and includes information on the skills and knowledge assessed and the strengths and potential weaknesses of different assessment methods. Williams also states that, “no single form of assessment is correct for all situations, and many forms will work in similar situations” (p. 332).

All of the articles mentioned discuss a mix of both quantitative and qualitative methods. In planning CMC 111, this was taken into consideration. Quantitative assessment methods included the mid-term and final exam, which are multiple choice. Qualitative assessment methods included the information literacy assignments, most specifically the Paper Trail assignment. To better understand how the Paper Trail assignment works as an effective assessment method, an understanding must be gained of the course.
III. Course Design

When it came time to develop the curriculum of CMC 111, the library wanted to create a uniform curriculum so all students would be getting the same information literacy skills that could be built upon in later years. First, the decision was made to find a textbook that covered the information the library planned to teach. The librarians believed it was important to have a textbook for the information literacy portion of the class, both because it would reinforce concepts and because it would give the curriculum credibility in the eyes of the students. After identifying four possibilities and looking individually at each one, librarians, along with the faculty member from the Communication Department, chose Carla List’s *Introduction to Information Research* (1998), because of its coverage and readability.

Each week of the library’s curriculum had a particular focus to blend better with the public speaking curriculum. The focus of the first week was information characteristics, controlled vocabulary, database construction, using the library catalog, citation styles and plagiarism. During the second week, students’ were taught how to find articles using Boolean operators and advanced searching techniques, and how to search and evaluate information found on the web. In the third week, students’ were exposed to using print reference materials and the social, legal and ethical issues of information literacy, such as copyright and privacy. Although the curriculum was developed with input from the librarians, the library liaison for CMC 111 created a curriculum guide for each day that lists the chapters or pages being covered, material to bring to class, related assignments or
exercises, a detailed outline of what should be covered, and approximately how long each topic should take.

As the course was being developed, assessment was always a consideration. It was decided that the information literacy assessment for CMC 111 would have two components: The score of the mid-term and final exam and the Paper Trail Assignment. For the mid-term and final exam, the library had anywhere between 15-20 multiple choice questions that covered information literacy skills. These questions drew on material taught in class and from the textbook. The second assessment method was the information literacy assignments and specifically the Paper Trail, which required students to both perform various tasks and reflect on their experiences.

IV. Assignments

There were six information literacy assignments, which were graded to give them more weight and importance with the students. Out of a total of 1000 points for the whole course, the assignments were worth 25 points each, while the Paper Trail was worth 50. This paralleled the other assignments the students completed for the public speaking portion of the course.

Here are brief descriptions of each of the six information literacy assignments:

1. The Organization of Information (adapted from Faust, Ginno, Laherty and Manuel)
This assignment will have the students fill out a chart that will ask them to take a group of objects they have organized or plan to organize and describe four different methods of organizing the objects. The students will then describe the advantages and disadvantages of each method of organization. This assignment will allow students to see how complex the task of organizing information is and give them a better understanding of the principles behind library organization.

2. Searching the Library Catalog

This assignment has the student practice searching the library catalog to see the difference between keyword and subject searching. It also takes them through the different search features available when looking for books and journals.

3. Online Periodical Databases

Students work in groups to see how concepts discussed in class work with a practical example. The worksheet asks students to describe the content of a database as well as its searching capabilities and come up with specific searches to show the rest of the class. With groups searching different databases, the knowledge is pooled at the end as the worksheets are distributed to the rest of the class.

4. Web Evaluation

This assignment requires that the students look at an individual web site (either their choice or assigned), and evaluate it using criteria discussed in class. Evaluation criteria include accuracy, authority, objectivity, currency and coverage.
5. Searching the Reference Collection

The purpose of this assignment is to have students explore the various print resources held within the reference collection and to discover the differences between general and subject specific reference tools.

6. The Paper Trail

The original idea for the Paper Trail assignment came from the curriculum sent by University of Rhode Island Librarian Mary MacDonald. On the syllabus for LIB 120: Introduction to Information Literacy, the assignment read:

Essentially the Paper Trail is an annotated portfolio of the research process used for a research paper or project. Your Paper Trail project should allow me to follow it as a map to trace all of your research - the processes that worked and those that didn't work.

From this description, the Paper Trail sounded like an excellent assessment method for CMC 111. Although changed slightly, the essence of the assignment is the same. Below is the description of the Paper Trail used in CMC 111.

The Paper Trail

In conjunction with the completion of each student's informative speech, they will argue for the merit of the research process that led them to create their speeches in this two-to-four page essay. The Paper Trail should allow the librarian and the communication professor to trace all of a student's research.
The Paper Trail assignment also required that students reflect on their research process, describing what worked, what did not, and what they would change. Since the assignment was graded by both the librarian and the communication professor, it was necessary to make explicit the criteria for what the paper should include (see Appendix). It was also decided that the communication professor would grade the writing of the paper and citation style for the five required sources, while the librarian would grade the process the students went through and their reflection on that process. These criteria tie back to the learning objectives for the course: students will "demonstrate understanding of and use basic research techniques," "locate, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of sources," and "identify, analyze, and evaluate arguments occurring in their own and others' work."

The Paper Trail was initially planned as an end-of-semester assignment. However, because of the addition of a research paper in conjunction with the students' final persuasive speech, the Paper Trail moved to the 10th week of the semester. This was more effective because it left time for the librarians and communication professors to review the students’ progress and make suggestions before the final speech and the research paper based on that speech were due at the end of the semester.

In terms of assessment, the Paper Trail is an excellent example of how the students put to use the skills they learned in the course. Librarians determined whether students understood the difference between the library catalog and article databases and looked at
their search terms to see if they used effective topic keywords, combined keywords with Boolean operators and used varying terms to search for their topic. Librarians also gained insight into how long students spent searching for information in terms of library resources and the web.

V. Grading Criteria

When grading the Paper Trail assignment, librarians had six specific criteria for grading as well as a grade based on the students’ reflection on the research process (see Appendix). Each student first had to identify a need for information. Essentially the librarians wanted to know how the student chose the topic for their speech. Students chose their topics based on a variety of factors, including personal experience, previous work experience, and future career. One student wrote, “I’m doing my informative speech on binge drinking because it’s something that college students can easily relate to. It goes on all the time in high school and college and I also knew a kid who died from binge drinking at M.I.T. so it’s an issues I’ve always paid attention to.”

Having the student determine whether they needed background information was the second criteria in grading. Since most students choose topics of interest to them, they briefly explained what they already knew about the topic before starting their research process. One student, researching the positive and negative factors of marijuana, wrote, “I already knew that most people already knew what marijuana does, what a leaf looks like, and that it is a narcotic. I was pretty sure that I knew some benefits such as for cancer and chemotherapy, but I needed to find more little known facts.”
The third grading criteria had the students determining what types of information they needed. This provided insight into where the students were looking for information and whether they tried strategies that were not covered in class. A student doing a speech on body piercing wrote, “Finally, I used Lexis/Nexis to see if there are any court cases about body piercing, and lo and behold, the search turned up the case of Hines v. Caston School Corporation, which related perfectly to my topic.”

Many of the papers showed that students still had difficulty understanding the difference between the library catalog and article databases. One student wrote, “The first thing I did was to search the Brockport Library catalogue for magazine articles and abstracts.” Another wrote, “I remembered that during one of the classes in the library, we did an activity on different search engines on the Internet. My group had to research ProQuest.” The student went to write how she did her search, came up with more than 10,000 articles and tried to narrow her search.

A fourth factor in grading was seeing if students used a variety of locations where resources could be found. Since the majority of students were doing speeches on popular culture topics, they were able to find the books and articles they needed in the library and did not have to use interlibrary loan. However, some students noted that the books they were using were older then they would have preferred. If they had searched other library catalogs or a database such as WorldCat, they may have been exposed to more recent publications that they could have requested through interlibrary loan.
The students’ use of Boolean operators was also a factor in grading. Depending on the topic, the use of Boolean operators was not always necessary, but a majority of students experimented with combining their search terms. One student, researching individuals with development disabilities, wrote how she first searched terms individually and was not pleased with the results. She used terms such as inclusion, disabilities and developmental disabilities. She continued, “I then decided to use a Boolean operator. I was very happy with what this led me to.”

One of the key elements in grading the papers was how clearly the students explained their thought processes while conducting their research and how they determined what information to use for their speech. Students were very specific in outlining where they started searching for information, how successful they were and where they went to continue their search. One student wrote, “When choosing information, I searched for the most interesting and little-known facts. I felt that by finding the more shocking negative health effects my speech would be more interesting to my audience.”

Students were also graded on their reflection of the research process. Factors addressed in this section included anything the student might have done differently and a brief reflection on what they learned from the experience. In the reflection part of the paper, one student wrote: “Using different search methods greatly helped the structure of my speech. The use of the Internet as well as texts gave my speech a more well-rounded and unbiased view. I am glad that I was aware of how to use the searches, for example
phrasing my topic in many different ways helped me obtain greater search results.”

Another student wrote that research could be frustrating at times but by using different keywords or trying Boolean operators, they had success in finding the information they needed.

VI. Evaluation

Librarians believe the Paper Trail, in conjunction with the mid-term and final exams, offer a more complete picture in terms of assessment then just the exams alone. Having students write about their research process allowed the librarian to gain insight into students’ behavior and see if the learning objectives for the course were being met. One of the other interesting aspects of the assignment was the reflection and evaluation. Many students reflected on how they wished they had started earlier.

At the end of the fall 2001 semester, librarians discussed and compared students’ Paper Trail papers to find common elements, to look at how the students met the grading criteria, and to see what areas within the curriculum students were having problems learning. Each librarian shared their thoughts on the commonalities they saw in the papers they graded. What librarians discovered was that the vast majority of students started their research by going to a general search engine. Although this was not surprising, it was interesting to see students explain how much time they spent on this, how they searched (including using Boolean operators), what information they found and where they decided to go next. Librarians also noticed that students were not using the library’s catalog and article databases as much they should be. One interesting
occurrence was when one of the students, whose topic was subliminal advertising, found
a book on her topic and then found a web site that contradicted everything in the book.
She wrote about her dilemma over which source to believe and ultimately decided to use
the information from the book. Librarians also noticed that, when students did search for
books using the library catalog, they tended to search incorrectly. Since this led to no
useful results, students were quickly frustrated and turned to search engines.

From these discussions, the library’s liaison took these comments to the communication
coordinator and it was decided that for spring 2002, at least half of the required sources
for the students’ informative and persuasive speeches would come from the library’s
resources, either books or articles. As a result, the information literacy curriculum was
changed for the spring semester and librarians spent two full days highlighting different
searching techniques for databases and making database comparisons.

The positive effective of the curriculum change were clearly seen in the Paper Trail
assignments turned in by the students that semester. When librarians discussed and
compared students’ papers, they noticed a better understanding of database searching and
more effective use of web sites depending on the speech topic. For example, students
were more likely to use information from government and professional association web
sites, rather than general internet sites. Librarians also saw that students were using more
books and articles to get information for their speeches and by visiting the class when the
speeches were given, librarians and the communication professors could see that the
quality of the speeches increased.
Although there was no precise measure at the beginning of the semester, students were asked to rate how comfortable they were searching for books, articles, and websites. Students were more comfortable searching for website than for books or articles. Based on the results from the mid-term and final exams, and the students’ completion of the information literacy assignments, including the Paper Trail, librarians were able to determine that students had further developed their information literacy skills. From the Paper Trail papers, librarians were able to see that students were exploring new information resources, which led to them finding materials that strengthened their speeches.

VII. Conclusion

Was the Paper Trail effective? Based on the papers examined in the two semesters, the answer is yes. The papers provided an excellent way for librarians to study students’ research process. The information gained from student papers provided a way for librarians to see if the learning objectives for the course were being met and areas of the curriculum students were having difficulty learning. These insights led to changes in the curriculum.

When considering the assessment of information literacy skills, both quantitative and qualitative methods are necessary. The idea of using the Paper Trail as a method for information literacy assessment can be applied to a variety of courses, including stand-alone information literacy courses and library sessions integrated in specific disciplines.
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Appendix A.

PAPER TRAIL

A.1 OVERVIEW
In conjunction with the completion of your information speech, each student will argue for the merit of the research process that led them to create their speeches in this two-to-four page essay. The Paper Trail should allow the librarian and the communication professor to trace all of a student's research. This assignment is due the day of your speech and is worth 50 points.

A.2 PROCEDURES
1. As you start your research for your information speech, start keeping a log of your research process. Your log can then be converted into a narrative essay.

2. Key information to include:
   - What is your topic?
   - When did you start your research?
   - What type of information do you need?
   - Where did you look?
   - What search terms did you use?
   - Did you try different terms?
   - What worked when searching for information?
   - What was unsuccessful?
• Any thoughts on why certain things didn’t work?

3. Reflection on your research process

• Was there anything you wish you had done differently?
• Did you feel comfortable searching for a variety of information?
• Did you feel you had the skills necessary to be a successful searcher?
• What did you learn from this experience of documenting your research process?

A.3 GRADING CRITERIA

1. Writing

• Is the paper well organized?
• Does it include a description of the topic?
• Is it free from errors?

2. Narrative Essay Based on Research Log

• Did you identify the need for information?
• Is this on a topic you already know a lot about or is background research necessary?
• Did you determine what types of information were needed? Did you consider books, articles, websites? Did you justify why you used particular types of information over others?
• Did you utilize a variety of locations where resources can be found? (within and outside the library)
• Did you conduct Boolean searches to find relevant information?

• Did you clearly explain your thought process while conducting your research?
  Including analyzing information you found for relevance and credibility.

3. Reflection

• Did you reflect on your process including anything that might be done differently?

• Did you reflect on what was learned from this experience?

4. Citation Style

• Did you include 5 citations for sources used?

• Did you cite your sources in proper APA/MLA format?